
Greek 
Drama



Origin
๏ tragedies began at festivals to honor dionysus˝

๏ tragedy:  (goat song)˝

๏ stories from familiar myths and Homeric legends˝

๏ no violence or irreverence depicted on stage˝

๏ no more than 3 actors on stage at once˝

๏ conflict usually between protagonist                                         and 
a superior force˝

๏ destiny˝

๏ society˝

๏ circumstances˝

๏ Unhappy resolution˝

๏ tragic hero



Parts of a greek theatre











costumes

๏ long robes often with vertical 
stripes˝

๏ wealthy characters wore 
more elaborate costumes



masks

๏ exaggerated the facial features of 
the actor˝

๏ helped tell the audience if the 
character was male or female, the 
social status, and facial expressions.˝

๏ made it easier for those in the nose 
bleed sections





chorus
๏ group of 12-15 actors˝

๏ sang and danced the odes˝

๏ represented the elders (leading citizens)˝

๏ choragos:  spokesman for the chorus



structure of a greek tragedy

๏ prologue: gives the background and introduces the conflict, 
usually a dialogue between two actors˝

๏ parodos:  ode (stasimon) as the chorus enters˝

๏ stasimon: ode sung by chorus after each episode allowing for a 
change of scene and for a response to the previous episode˝

๏ strophe:  chorus moves from right to left˝

๏ antistrophe: chorus moves from left to right˝

๏ episode: scene  (equivalent to an act in a modern play)˝

๏ paean: hymn of praise to a god usually following the fifth episode˝

๏ Exodos:  final ode as the chorus exits



Other terms to know
๏ hamartia: a tragic flaw or fatal weakness of 

a character˝

๏ Hubris: extreme pride˝

๏ catharsis: purging of the emotions of pity and 
fear brought on by a tragedy˝

๏ Stichomythia: dialogue consisting of 
alternating single lines spoken by two 
characters used to show tense disputes˝

๏ Deus ex machina: convention used in greek 
drama after sophocles for lowering and 
lifting actors playing gods by means of a 
crane on the skene ˝

๏ quick resolution to plot



greek 
Playwrights

Tragedians



Aeschylus
๏ 525 - 456 bc˝

๏ orestEia˝

๏ agamemnon˝
๏ return and murder of agamemnon by clytemnestra ˝

๏ libation bearers˝
๏ return of orestes who murders clytemnestra & Aegisthus˝

๏ the Eumenides˝
๏ orestes is pursued by the eumenides (furies); eventually a trial is 

held and he is acquitted by athena



other works by 
Aeschylus

๏the persians˝
๏ deals with the persians after their defeat by the Greeks˝

๏Seven against thebes˝
๏ Oedipus after tells his 2 sons (Eteocles & Polynices) to rule Thebes in alternating 

years.˝

๏ Eteocles refuses to step down˝

๏ Polynices raises an army with 7 captains to go to war attack the 7 gates of 
thebes˝

๏ Eteocles & Polynices meet “mano a mano” and kill each other˝

๏ an edict forbids the burying of Polynices; Antigone swears to bury him˝

๏prometheus bound˝
๏ deals with his knowledge of who would dethrone zeus



sophocles

๏ 496 - 406 bc˝

๏ oedipus cycle˝

๏ not written as a trilogy but rather written at 
different points in his life˝

๏ Antigone (3)˝

๏ Oedipus Rex (1)˝

๏ Oedipus at Colonus (2)



euripides

๏ 480 - 406 bc˝

๏ only 18 of his 90 plays survive˝

๏ characters more realistic than 
sophocles˝

๏ plots resolved by deus ex machina



Euripides’ plays
๏ orestes˝

๏ very different from Aeschylus’ version˝

๏ Hippolytus˝
๏ Son of Theseus, Aphrodite forced his stepmother, 

Phaedra to fall in love with him.  He rejects her and 
she kills herself leaving behind a letter blaming 
Hippolytus..  Theseus blames H. thinking he raped his 
stepmom.  Artemis ultimately reveals the truth.˝

๏ medea˝
๏ medea plots revenge on her husband jason after he 

abandons her for another woman.  (hell hath no 
fury . . .)˝

๏ The Trojan Women˝
๏ Follows the plight of trojan women after their 

defeat by the greeks.

women 
at 

center

Hell hath no fury  
like a woman scorned.



Comedy
๏ from “komos” which means “to revel”˝

๏ origin:  fertility rituals˝

๏ revels:  men would run through 
community carrying phalluses and 
telling crude jokes˝

๏ comedies recognized at the festival of 
dionysus in 486 bc



aristophanes
๏ 485 - 385 bc˝

๏ writer of “old comedy”˝

๏ the birds˝
๏ Pisthetaerus  gets birds to build a new city in sky and gains control over 

communication with the gods.  Birds & Prometheus help him change into a 
bird-like creature who replaces Zeus as the ruler of the cosmos.˝

๏ the frogs˝
๏ Dionysus goes to hades and judges a debate between Euripides and 

Aeschylus over who is the best playwright.˝

๏ lysistrata˝
๏ Women refuse to have sex with men until they end the Peloponnesian 

War.  (full of double entendre)



new comedy
๏ more realistic˝

๏ less crude˝

๏ conflict generally from some sort of 
misunderstanding˝

๏ principle element -  love˝

๏ verbal wit˝

๏ menander:  (342 - 291 bc) ˝

๏ writer of new comedy



the end


